Firetide delivers the most flexible and reliable high performance wireless access and backhaul solutions for hard to reach small cell sites and other locations where a wired networks are unavailable or too costly to deploy.

Firetide wireless networks extend your existing networks virtually anywhere, indoors or outdoors with the topology you need. This flexibility enhances reliability and ensures a significantly lower cost of ownership per site.

**More topology choices**
- Point-to-point and point-to-multipoint
- Multipoint-to-multipoint (full mesh)
- Multimesh (interconnect multiple meshes)

**Most scalable**
Firetide wireless networks can span hundreds of miles and thousands of locations.

**High reliability**
Firetide’s self-healing network with built-in redundancy provides instant link failover and load balancing eliminating single-points of failure and performance gaps.

**Multiple security layers**
Multiple security layers protect your network including end-to-end encryption, data encapsulation, VPN support, FIPS certification, and multiple levels of authentication and access control.

**For more information**
Visit www.firetide.com/telcos.aspx